
Top  10  Contract  Management
Best  Practices  for  In-House
Legal Teams
WhitepaperMany in-house Legal teams find contract lifecycle
management (CLM) a challenge due to inefficient and flawed
processes.

Complimentary  2021  Gartner
Magic  Quadrant  Report  For
Contract  Life  Cycle
Management
ResourceContracts are the DNA of modern commerce. However,
finding a contract life cycle management (CLM) system can be a
daunting task.

NEW  REPORT:  2021  Risk  &
Compliance  Incident
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Management Benchmark Report
ReportAccording  to  the  US  DOJ’s  “Evaluation  of  Corporate
Compliance Programs”, an efficient and trusted mechanism where
employees can anonymously or confidentially report allegations
of misconduct is the hallmark of a well-designed compliance
program.

Legal’s  Guide  for  Managing
Growing  Data  Risks  (Access
Now)
ResourceAccording to ACC CLO’s Survey Report, Legal is playing
an  increasing  role  in  assisting  with  complex  privacy,
cybersecurity  and  compliance  matters.

Receive  the  resources  you
need  to  build  a  better
compliance  &  ethics  program
with SCCE Membership
ResourceSince 2004, Society of Corporate Compliance and Ethics
(SCCE)®  has  been  dedicated  to  providing  high-quality
educational products and events, networking opportunities, and
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options to earn CLEs—all the support you need to succeed.
Become  an  SCCE  member  to  receive  exclusive  content  and
discounts.

Gartner’s  State  of  Privacy
and Personal Data Protection:
How  to  Adapt  Your  Privacy
Program
Resource CenterAccording to Gartner, “As the world adjusts to
a  “new  normal”  brought  on  by  COVID-19,  security  and  risk
management  leaders  must  adapt  their  privacy  programs  for
better scale and performance as well as tighter budgets in
2021.

Meet the New AZA Partners
AnnouncementAZA’s  three  new  partners  are  a  triple  threat.
Their practices fall into the two primary areas of AZA’s work
for  our  clients  —  commercial  litigation  and  intellectual
property.
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2021 Top 10 Trends in a New
World  of  Risk  &  Compliance
Priorities
Resource CenterThe last twelve months have permanently altered
the role of risk and compliance—increasing it in scope and
elevating the function to a top-of-mind priority.

Exterro Collaboration Tools &
E-Discovery
WhitepaperDuring  this  pandemic,  there’s  a  high  probability
you’ve expanded the usage (and potentially the number) of
workplace tools that allow you to collaborate with other team
members.

A Unique Perspective
InsightsLetitia Quinones understands and takes seriously the
level of trust and responsibility required when another lawyer
refers a case to her firm.
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Join the Compliance & Ethics
Community  with  SCCE
Membership
MembershipAs corporate counsel, it is crucial to be informed
and get ahead of changes in regulations and compliance for
your  organization.  SCCE  membership  provides  access  to
educational resources and conferences to stay current and help
you grow in your career.

E-Discovery Day is Coming on
December 3, 2020
EducationThe 6th annual celebration of e-discovery is bigger
and better than ever.

The  New  Role  of  General
Counsel in Today’s Big Data
Privacy Age
ReportComplimentary  access  to  2020  in-house  privacy
benchmarking  report.
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NAVEX  Next  –  Beyond  the
Moment
Virtual ConferenceRegister for NAVEX Next, our annual risk and
compliance  virtual  conference.  Formerly  the  Ethics  &
Compliance Virtual Conference (ECVC), the new name recognizes
that we must be forward-looking as we face an increasingly
complex business, regulatory and social environment.

Exterro  2020  In-House  Legal
Benchmarking Report
InsightAccording to analyst firm Gartner, on average it will
cost your organization $1,400 to fulfill one consumer request
for data, which is required by the California Consumer Privacy
Act (CCPA), GDPR.

Legal  Experts  are  Made  at
Drexel
Insight
Drexel University’s online LLM programs from the Thomas R.
Kline School of Law help you gain the expertise you need to
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establish yourself as a specialist in either cybersecurity and
data privacy or health care and pharmaceutical compliance.

AZA – Our Seven New Lawyers
Hired Just Since April
NewsSome slowed down, but we sped up. Look who we hired since
April.

E-Signatures  White  Paper:
Beyond Business Continuity
InsightOneSpan  has  published  a  white  paper  titled  “Beyond
Business Continuity, The New Normal in Remote Banking and
Insurance” and made it available for downloading at no charge.

6  Proven  Steps  to  Maximize
Insights  from  Your  Legal
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Spend Data
InsightsImproving  rate  management  to  optimize  cost-
effectiveness  of  your  legal  department  operations.

Invitation:  SCCE’s  19th
Annual  Compliance  &  Ethics
Institute
Event, Sept. 14-16, 2020
The first ever virtual CEI will have the great speakers and
content you’ve come to expect at the in-person event with 100+
education sessions over 3 days. 
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